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In this paper, we study the structure of the radially symmetric solutions of 
the boundary-value problem 
-Au = ~(1 + /3 - u) exp(--yu-l) in D, , 
u = 1 on aD, . 
(1) 
Here 01, /3 and y are positive numbers and D, denotes the unit ball in Rn. We 
fix /3 and y consider the structure of the solutions (II, a) for all OL > 0. We will 
be mainly interested in the case where 1 < n < 3 and y is large. The equation 
occurs in the theory of permeable catalysis (e.g., Aris [4, Chap. 41). 
First, we make a few comments on what is known. If y < 4/V(l + /3), it 
is easy to show (cp. [5, p. 201) that (1) has a unique solution for each 01 > 0. 
(By a solution of Eq. (I), we mean one which satisfies the boundary condition.) 
On the other hand, if y is large positive, Eq. (1) need not have a unique solution 
(cp. Parter [19]). It has been conjectured that, for n = 1, 2, there are at most 
3 solutions of (1) for each 01 > 0. We prove that, if y is large, then there are 
at most three solutions except for a relatively small interval of values of 0~. (We 
are unable to decide if the conjecture is true for a in this small interval.) If 
71 = 3, we obtain asymptotic results which agree with the numerical results 
in [4]. We also prove that, if n = 3 and y is large, then there are values of OL 
for which our problem has large numbers of solutions. This answers a question 
on p. 307 of [4]. We also obtain (for all n) an asymptotic estimate for a critical 
value of 01. Note that a result in [14] implies that all solutions of (1) are radially 
symmetric. 
We summarize our results in Fig. 1. Here the part of the solution branch 
in a dotted line denotes large-small solutions, i.e., solutions with u(0) near 1 + p 
and ~~(1) small. We do not quite justify the diagrams in Fig. 1. While we do 
prove that the solution set in the (-ur( I), LX) plane is a smooth curve, we do not 
prove that the curve only changes direction once in 01 < E’. Second, while we 
prove that the large-small solutions have (-ul(l), LX) near the lower part of 
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FIGURE 1 
the branch, we do not prove that the two curves have exactly the same shape 
there. (This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.) 
It seems probable that many of our techniques should be useful for other 
problems. The main techniques we use are (a) an abstract bifurcation theorem 
on bifurcation from arcs of solutions, (b) an indirect method of estimating the 
position of the least eigenvalues of certain linearized equations and (c) some 
general results on the solution structure of certain ordinary differential equations. 
In Section 1, we prove our general results on the structure of solutions of 
certain differential equations; in Section 2, we prove our abstract bifurcation 
theorem and, in Section 3, we look at some special results for the Gelfand 
equation. In Sections 4-6, we obtain our main results while, in Section 7, we 
briefly discuss some related problems. Finally, in an appendix, we obtain a 
result on the asymptotic behaviour of certain types of solutions. This is proved 
by phase plane methods. 
I owe a great deal to Professor Stuart Hastings of Buffalo, who suggested the 
problem. It was his idea that the Gelfand equation should provide an approxi- 
mation to the full problem and he informed me of properties of the solutions 
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of the Gelfand equation. I should also like to thank the Mathematics Research 
Centre of the University of Wisconsin-Madison for their hospitality during my 
visit there. 
Finally, note that, in Sections 5 and 6, a knowledge of degree theory is assumed. 
The results needed can be found in Berger [6], Lloyd [18], or Schwartz [21]. 
1. GENERALRESULTSONTHESTRUCTUREOFSOLUTIONSOFCERTAINDIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS 
We assume that n is a positive integer and look at the non-negative solutions of 
GzwK~) = Mw), (2) 
wl(0) = 0, w(1) = 0, (3) 
where (&w)(r) = -Y’-“(d/dr)(r”-‘wl(~)). Here it is assumed that g is con- 
tinuously differentiable and that there exists T > 0 (where 7 may be +co) 
such that g(y) > 0 on [0, T) and g(v) = 0 if T < 00. We study the solutions of 
(2) and (3) for h > 0 and restrict ourselves to solution with 0 < w(r) < 7 
on [0, 11. 
In this section, we prove that the set of these solutions forms a connected 
l-dimensional manifold. We also show that, at each such solution, the lineari- 
zation of (2) and (3) satisfies an ontoness condition discussed by Crandall and 
Rabinowitz [8]. 
Let 
52 = {(w, A) E CIO, l] X [0, co): 0 < w(r) < T on [0, I], 
(w, X) is a solution of (2) and (3)). 
Here C[O, l] denotes the continuous functions on [0, l] with the usual norm. 
THEOREM 1. 9 is a connected l-dimensional manifold in C[O, l] x R with 
boundary (0,O). 
Remark. Part of this result appears to be new even if n = 1. 
Proof. A simple application of the uniqueness theorem for ordinary differen- 
tial equations shows that w(r) < 7 on [0, I]. If w is a solution of (2), then 
R(Y) = w(h-l&) is a solution of 
bkW) = g(h) (4) 
(and conversely). Moreover, w satisfies the boundary conditions (3) if and 
only if Al(O) = 0 and h(N2) = 0. Let h(r, c) denote the solution of (4) satis- 
fying N(0) = 0 and h(0) = c. If w is a solution of (2) with w’(0) = 0 and 
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w(O) = K, then w satisfies the boundary conditions (3) if and only if 
h(W, K) = 0. It is well-known (and easy to prove) that h is continuously 
differentiable as a function of both variables and the mixed second partial 
derivative h,, exists and is continuous. Now, by our assumptions on g, we see 
easily that the partial derivative h,l(r, c) < 0 if r > 0, if c < 7 and if h(r, c) 3 0 
for 0 < t < r. Here h,r(r, c) denotes the partial derivative with respect to the 
first variable. If (w, X) E g, then W(Y) > 0 on [0, 1) and thus hii2 is the first 
positive zero of h(r, w(0)) = 0. C onversely if p is the first zero of h(r, t) = 0 
(where 0 < t < T), then (h(pr, t), p2) E 9. Since (a/ah) h(W, t) = 
$X-1/2h,1(h1/2, t) # 0 if h > 0 and if t = w(0) with (w, h) E 9 (by what we 
have already proved), the implicit function theorem implies that h is locally 
a P-function of w(0) for (w, h) E 9. Since h is continuously differentiable and 
W(Y) = h(W2r, w(O)), it follows that 9 is a l-dimensional P-manifold for h > 0 
(locally parametrized by w(0)). (At (0, 0), one makes a simple and standard 
application of the implicit function theorem on C[O, l] to show that, near (0, 0), 
9 can be Cl-parametrized by X.) 
Next we prove that for given K in (0, 7) there is at most one h 3 0 for which 
(2) and (3) have a solution with w(0) = K. Now (w, h) E 9 (with w(0) = K) if 
and only if h(h1/2, K) = 0 and h(t, k) > 0 on [0, h1i2]. Since h,l(s, k) < 0 if 
h(t, k) > 0 on [0, s], this uniquely determines h1j2. Hence we have shown the 
uniqueness of /\. 
By what we have already proven the map P: 9 -+ R defined by P(x, A) = x(O) 
is a l-l open map of 9 onto an open subset T of [0, T). (P is open since $8 is 
locally parametrized by x(O).) The proof will be completed if we prove that 
T = [0, T) (since this implies that T is connected). Suppose T # [0, T). If 
(x, , Am) E 9 and ~~(0) -+ y E (T\T) n (0, T), then h, -+ co as m + co. (To see 
this note that, if a subsequence of {h,}zXl converges to p > 0, then h(pV2, y) = 0 
and one easily sees that (h(p112r, y), cl) E 9. If a subsequence of {Xm}~=r tended 
to zero, then by continuous dependence, there would be a solution of L,u = 0, 
u(0) = y > 0, ~~(0) = u(1) = 0. This is easily seen to be impossible.) Since 
GL(O) +y <T as m+co, am <x,(O) <T-p where p >0 for all m. 
(Here for simplicity we are assuming that 7 < co.) Thus, by our assumptions 
on g, there is a b > 0 such that g(.x,(r)) > b > 0 for r E [0, I] and all m. Then 
1 (Plx,l(r)) = -Y”-lA,g(x,&)) < -A&-lb. 
Since ~~(1) = 0 and ~~~(0) = 0, we find by two integrations that ~~(0) > 
(2n)-1 h,b for all m. This is impossible since ~~(0) -+ y as m + co and X, --+ 03 
as m --+ co. This completes the proof. 
Remarks. 1. Laetsch [16] proves a result which can be used to give an 
alternative proof that .9 is a P-manifold if n = 1. (On the other hand, his 
result applies to some problems where ours does not.) 
505/37/3-8 
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2. If 12 = 1, the boundary conditions we are really interested in are 
x(- 1) = x(l) = 0. The corresponding result for this case can be deduced 
by first using the uniqueness theorem to show that every such solution satisfies 
x’(0) = 0 (and x(t) = x(-t)) and then use the result above. We mention an 
alternative proof of the smoothness of 9 for this case because the idea is useful 
in other situations. One uses a similar argument to that in the first part of the 
proof to show that the solutions are determined by an equation of the form 
h(W, kl/%) = 0 (where OL = ~‘(-1)) and then one deduces the result by 
noting that one of the partial derivatives must be non-zero. 
3. Our methods can be used in other situations. For example, assume that 
g(0) = 0, g”(O) > 0 and 7 is as above. Our methods and a theorem of Crandall 
and Rabinowitz [8] imply that {(w, A) E CIO, l] x (0, cc): 0 < w(r) < 7 
on [0, l] and (w, A) is a solution of (2) and (3)) is a smooth connected 1 -manifold. 
Our methods could also be used to obtain some information on the other 
branches of solutions in this case. Finally, note that the set of positive solutions 
need not be connected ifg(0) = 0, gl(0) > 0 and 7 < co. 
Finally, we show that our differential equation satisfies a regularity condition 
in function space. We need this in Section 6. We continue to assume the con- 
ditions at the beginning of the section hold. Let X = {U E C2[0, 11: ~~(0) = 
u(1) = 0) and define F: X x R -+ C[O, I] by 
It is easy to see that F is continuously differentiable. 
PROPOSITION 1. If (wO, &,) E 9, F1(wO, A,) maps X x R onto all of C[O, 11. 
Proof. Define H: X -+ C[O, l] by H(X)(Y) = &.X)(Y) - A,,gl(eu,(y)) X(Y). 
By an easy argument (cp. Crandall and Rabinowitz [8, p. 326]), it suffices to 
show that &,g(w,,) is not in the range of H in the case where there is a non-zero 
4 in X such that H(+) = 0. Since the range of H is {Z E C[O, 11: s: Y+%(Y) x 
C+(Y) dr = 0}, we have to prove that 
s 
l tn-lg(wo(r)) C(Y) dr # 0. 
0 
(Note that h # 0 if (w, A) E 9 and if there is a non-zero 4 in X such that 
HW = O-1 
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 1, h(Wr, c) denotes the solution of Eq. (2) 
satisfying h,l(O, c) = 0 and h(0, c) = c. By differentiating with respect to c, 
we see that the partial derivative S(Y, c) E hz1(iW2~, c) is a solution of 
(&p)(Y) = hgyh(wY, c)) X(Y) (6) 
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with ~(0, c) = 1 and sil(O, c) = 0. (s also depends upon /\ but we suppress this 
dependence.) Hence the equation H(x) = 0 has a non-zero solution in X if and 
only if ~(1, cs) = 0 (where c, = w,(O)). Moreover, if ~(1, c,,) = 0, C$ is a nonzero 
multiple of s( , cs). 
Since P(h, r, c) = h(h / , ) . 1 2~ c is a solution of Eq. (2) for all positive h, since 
p(h, 0, c) = c and since pal@, 0, c) = 0, we see by differentiating Eq. (2) with 
respect to h that t(h, r, c) z p,l(/\, Y, c) is a solution of 
Lnt = I\gY P) t + A PI 
satisfying t(h, 0, c) = 0 and t,l(h, 0, c) = 0. If we multiply this equation by 
F+%(T, c), integrate by parts, use that s is a solution of (6) and take h = /\o 
and c = c0 , we eventually find that 
q( 1, co) t@, 1, co> = 1’ g(P@o > *, co>> ~n-ldy> co) dr- 
0 
Here we have also used that ~(1, co) = 0. In other words, 
+W2s11( 1, co) hi1(P2, co) = K 
I 
‘g@,(r)) Y'+)(Y) dr. 
0 
Here we have used that k$ = s ( , co) for some non-zero k and that t(h, Y, c) = 
pil(X, Y, c) = (a/ah) h(N2r, c). Since s,i(l, co) # 0 (because s is a nontrivial 
solution of a second-order linear equation and ~(1, co) = 0) and since 
h&o , c) # 0 if r. is the first positive zero of h (as in the proof of Theorem l), 
it follows that 
I 
1 
rn-k(wo(r)) 4(y) dr # 0, 
0 
as required. 
Remark. A separate argument is needed if n = 1 and we have the boundary 
conditions ~(-1) = w(1) = 0. Th is can be done. Alternatively, in this case, 
the results of Laetsch [ 161 imply that 4 must have no zeros in (- 1, 1) and the 
analogue of (5) follows easily. Once again, our method can be applied to some 
other problems. 
2. AN ABSTRACT BIFURCATION THEOREM 
In this section, we prove some results on the bifurcation of curves of solutions. 
We first prove a general result which shows that, under certain assumptions, 
a curve of solutions of an equation persists under small perturbations and the 
curve of solutions of the perturbation equation is “nearly the same” as that of 
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the unperturbed equation. We prove two more results which show that, under 
additional assumptions, the perturbed curve of solutions resembles the unper- 
turbed curve more closely. Assume that 2 and Y are real Banach spaces and 
F: 2 x R -+ Y is twice continuously differentiable and the partial derivative 
Frl(x, c): Z -+ Y is Fredholm and has index 1 for every (x, c) E Z x R. 
(Fredholm operators are discussed in Goldberg [13].) Suppose that .9 is a com- 
ponent of the set of solutions of F(x, 0) = 0 and T is a compact connected 
subset of 9 such that the linear map F1l(x, 0) is onto for each x E T (as a map 
of Z into Y). 
Theorem V.1.6(ii) in [13] implies that Frl(x, 0) is onto if x is close to T. 
By Corollary 17.2 in Abraham and Robbins [l], 9 is a P-manifold in a neigh- 
bourhood of each point of T and thus we see easily that we can choose an open 
neighbourhood @ of T such that 9 n % is a connected open l-manifold and 
Frr(x, 0) is onto for x E %. (Remember that T is connected.) Hence 9 n % 
is a homeomorph of the circle 9 or of (-1, 1) by a homeomorphism h. Since T 
is a connected compact subset either (i) T = h[a, b] where -1 < a < b < 1 
or (ii) 9 n & = 7 = h(P). (If(i) holds, and 9 n f# = h(P), we are thinking 
of the circle as [- 1, l] with the ends identified.) If (i) holds, choose 8 > 0 such 
that - 1 < a - 6 and b + 6 < 1 and let Tl = h[a - 6, b + 61. If (ii) holds, 
let Tl = T. 
THEOREM 2. There exist an E,, > 0, a neighbourhood V of T in @ and a 
continuousfunction s: Tl x (-q, , q,) + 42 such that 
(i) F(s(t, E), c) = 0 if t E Tl and 1 E 1 < q, , 
(ii) s(t, 0) = t if t E Tl and 
(iii) if F(x, l ) = 0 with (x, l ) E V x [-E,, , E,J then x = s(t, 6) for some 
t E Tl . Moreover, for euch$xed E, s( , c) is l-l. 
Remark. Intuitively, if E > 0, the solutions of F(x, 6) = 0 near T are curves 
which are “nearly the same” as T. 
Proof. First note that the map x -+ Fc(x, 0) is a continuously differentiable 
map of T, into B(Z, Y) where B(Z, Y) denotes the space of bounded linear maps 
from Z to Y. Since F,l(x) is onto for each x in T and since Fll(x, 0) has index 1, 
the kernel, N(F,l(x, 0)) is one-dimensional for x in T. Thus there is a con- 
tinuously differentiable map x -+ P, of Tl into B(Z) such that, for each x, 
P, is a projection onto N(F,l(x, 0). This is well-known but it is difficult to find 
a reference. For completeness, we sketch a proof. We defer this to the end of 
our proof. 
For each x in Tl , we consider S: R(I - P,) x R + Y defined by S(u, 6) = 
F(x + u, E). Here R(I - P,) denotes the range of I - P, . By the implicit 
function theorem, there is an 6% > 0, a 6, > 0 and a continuous function 
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S, : (-Ed , l ,) + (w: w - x E R(I - P,) and 11 w - x I[ < S,} such that (a) 
~~(0) = X, (b) F(s,(E), l ) = 0 and (c) sz(e) is the only solution of F(x, e) = 0 
with se(c) - x E R(I - P,) and I/ So - x I[ < 6,. Now, since the map 
x + I - P, is continuous and since by our construction Fil(x, 0) is invertible 
as a map of R(I - P,) onto Y, we easily see that there is a K > 0 such that 
llFll(y, 0) z II 2 KII 2 II for Y near x and x E R(I - P,). It now follows easily 
by examining the proof of the implicit function theorem that l y and 6, can be 
chosen independent of y for y near X. Since Tl is compact, a simple compactness 
argument now shows that E and 6 can be chosen independent of x for x in Tl . 
Hence S%(E) is defined for / E 1 < E,, and x in Tl andF(Sz(e), l ) = 0. 
We now want to prove that (x, 6) + s(x, 6) E So is continuous. Since 
F is continuous, since the map x + P, is continous and since S&E) is the unique 
solution of F(w, c) = 0 in {w: w - x E R(I - P,), Ij w - x 11 < S} for each E 
with 1 E 1 < Ed, the result will follow from a simple compactness argument 
provided we know that there is a neighbourhood Q of TX such that {(x, C) E Q x 
r-E07 0 l 1: F(x, l ) = 0} is compact. This follows because Tl is compact and 
a Fredholm map is locally proper (cp. [ 1, Proof of Lemma 16.41). 
We now prove that the map x + s(x, l ) is 1-I (as a map of Tl into Y) if E 
is small. Ify E Tl , consider the map (x, V) + x + (I- P,) v of T, x R(I - PJ 
into 2. It is easy to see that this map is continuously differentiable and has 
derivative the identity at (y, 0). (H ere we are identifying the tangent space 
to Tl at y with a subspace of 2.) W e can now repeat the proof of the tubular 
neighbourhood theorem (cp. Lang [17, p. 741) to show that each point in 2 
near T can be uniquely expressed in the form x + TJ where x E Tl , o E R(I - Pr) 
and v is small. (Remember that Tl is compact and that either Tl is homeomorphic 
to S or T does not intersect the boundary of Tl .) 
Since s(.v, e) - x is small if E is small and since s(x, C) - x E R(I - P,), 
it follows that s( , l ) lrl is 1-1. Our above argument also shows that every point 
of 2 near T, can be expressed in the form x + v where x E Tl , v E R(I - P,) 
and v is small. Thus, the arguments earlier in the proof imply that we have 
found all solutions near T. 
We still have to prove the existence of the mapping x + P, . Firstly, if 
xo E Tl, Y E N(Fll(xo , 0)) and y # 0, a simple application of the implicit 
function theorem implies that there is a continuously differentiable mapping 
z defined on a neighbourhood of x0 such that a(x) E N(Fll(x, 0)) for x near 
x0 and X(X,,) = y. (Here we are using that N(F,l(x, 0)) is one-dimensional for 
x in T.) Iff 6 X* andf( y) # 0, then pz defined by pz(h) = (f(z(~))-‘f(h) Z(X) 
is continuously differentiable in x and is a projection with range N(F,l(x, 0)) 
for each x near x0 . Thus there is no difficulty locally. Now P is a projection 
with range N(Fll(x, 0)) if and only if (i) R(P) _C N(F,l(x, 0) and (ii) Py = y for 
y E N(Fll(x, 0)). Thus, for each x, the set of projections with range N(F,l(x, 0)) 
is convex. Hence the result follows by a standard partition of unity argument 
on Tl . 
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There is one final comment worth making. Since the proof of the existence 
of the map x + P, is by a partition of unity argument, we see that, if we are 
given such a map on a closed subinterval T, of T, , then it can be extended to 
such a map on all of Tl . 
Remarks. 1. The difficulty in the proof is to fit the solutions together 
globally. It is easy to prove that there are no difficulties locally. 
2. Theorem 2 admits many variants. First, F need only be defined near 
T x {O}. We do not need to assume differentiability with respect to E and the 
result holds if F is C1 (i.e. continuously differentiable) except that we are unable 
to prove that s( , c) is l-l. (In this case rather more care is needed to show that 
there are no other solutions near T.) If F is CP (p 3 2), it can be shown that 
s is 19-l. We could also allow other parameter spaces other than R and allow 
Fll(x, 6) to have index 71 (>l) instead of index 1. (There seem to be difficulties 
in obtaining a similar theorem if F is Cl and Fll(x, c) has index n > 1.) 
3. Note that, if F is Cl, Fll(x, 0) is onto for x E T and Fll(x, 0) has index 1 
for some x in T, then Fll(x, c) is Fredholm and has index 1 for all (x, 6) near 
T x (0). 
For our applications, we are interested in the case where Z = X x R. We 
write elements of Z as (x, A) and our earlier ontoness condition becomes that 
the linear map Fll(x, A, 0) + Fzl(x, A, 0) is onto for each x in T (as a map of 
X x R into Y). More precisely, we mean the map (h, p) ---f Fll(x, A, 0) k + 
Fzl(x, h, 0) p. Moreover our assumption that FIX@, A, E) + Fzl(x, A, c) is 
Fredholm and has index 1 for (x, h, e) E X x R2 is equivalent to assuming 
that Fll(x, h, l ) is Fredholm of index zero for (x, h, E) in X x R2 (cp. [13, 
Lemma V.1.51). 
One can prove stronger results if stronger assumptions are made. Assume 
that there exist a finite number of points {(xi, hi)},“_, in T such that Fll(x, A, 0) 
is invertible if (x, A) E T and if (x, h) # (xi, hi) for 1 < a’ < n. Since T is a 
homeomorph of a circle or a line interval we can order the (xi, Ai) such that 
(xi , hi) and (xifl, h,+J are “adjacent,” i.e., such that there is a component 
Ti of T\{(q , h,): 1 < i < n> containing (xi , hi) and (xi+1 , Xi+,) in its closure. 
Since Fll(x, h, 0) is invertible if (x, h) E T6 a simple (and standard) application 
of the implicit function theorem implies that there is a continuous function 
x: (hi , /\i+l) -+ Xsuch that Ti = {(x(h), h): hi < h < hi+l} (where for simplicity 
we are assuming that hi < &+J. Suppose S > 0. By using the implicit function 
theorem again, we find that there is an E,, > 0 and a continuous function 
x: [hi + 8, hi+l - S] x [-6s , f,,] + X such that F(x(X, E), A, c) = 0, x(X, 0) = 
x(X) and these are the only solutions near Ti with & + 6 < X < hi+l - 8. 
(The connection with the method of proof of Theorem 2 is that we can choose 
PQ,,, such that R(I - P(,h),,,) = X x (0) for hi + 6 < h < h,+l - 6.) Thus 
T, E {s(x, X, G): (x, /\) E T} can be locally parametrized by X except near the 
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points (x, A) in T where F1l(x, A) is not invertible. Near these points the curve 
T, may have a “shape” different from that of T. For example the shapes in Fig. 2 
may occur where (a) represents the unperturbed solution curve and (b) represents 
the perturbed solution curve. 
We say that condition A holds if A’(%, A) = (#,Ffi(%, A, 0) h2) # 0 whenever 
(3, A) E T and Frl(~, A, 0) is not invertible. (Here F:r denotes the second partial 
derivative of F with respect to X, h is a non-zero element in N(F1l(z, x,0)), 4 is 
a non-zero element of N((F,l(%, A, O)*), /I h 11 = 1 and 114 11 = 1. Note that, by 
our other assumptions, Fll(z, x,0) and its adjoint have one-dimensional kernels.) 
If condition A holds, then by the proof of Theorem 1.7 in Crandall and 
Rabinowitz [8], the solution of F(x, A, 0) = 0 near (x; A) are of the form 
(x(01), h(a)) where x and X are C2 functions, a is a real parameter, x(O) = 3, 
h(O) = x, h’(0) = 0 and 1 h2(0)/ = i(($,F,l(~, &O)))-l S(Z, x)1 # 0. Note 
that the formula for h2(0) appears explicitly in Theorem 2.1 of [3] and that 
(cp. [8], p. 326) our ontoness assumption ensures that (+,F,~(z, x,0)) # 0. More- 
over, by examining their proof, we see that the solutions of F(x, A, E) = 0 
near (5, A) are of the form (x(01, E), h(~, c)) w h ere x and h are C2 functions with 
x(01,0) = X(U) and /\(a, 0) = h(a). Hence, by continuity, X:r(ar, c) # 0 if 01 and E are 
small. By the implicit function theorem there is a unique small (Y = a(c) for which 
A~‘(oI(E), 6) = 0. Moreover, (cp. [8, Theorem 1.17]), Frl(x(a, E), A((Y, E), l ) 
is invertible if Arr(a(~), 6) # 0. In addition, hE(ar, E) and X2(O) have the same 
sign. Hence, we see that, if condition A holds, there is a unique point near 
(%, A) where T, cannot be parametrized locally by A, the solutions “bend back” 
there and T, and T bend in the same direction. Thus, if condition A holds, 
the solutions of the perturbed equation near T have the same form as T. In 
particular, they “bend back” the same number of times as T and elsewhere are 
locally parametrized by A. 
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(b) n=3,--,9 
FIGURE 3 
(cl n 210 
Remarks. 1. Part of the above proof shows thtat if condition A holds, then 
the points of T where F1l(x, A, 0) is not invertible are isolated. 
2. If F is real analytic, the implicit function theorem implies that 01 is 
a real analytic function of E and hence the point near (5 A) where T, bends 
back depends real analytically upon E. 
3. ON THE GELFAND EQUATION 
The purpose of this section is to collect a number of results concerning the 
radially symmetric solutions of the Gelfand equation 
-Au = hexpu in D,, 
u=o on 80,. 
Many (but not all) of the results are well-known. We collect the results together 
for future use. First, we sketch the solutions with h 3 0 (see Fig. 3) These 
can be found in Gelfand [12] or Joseph and Lungren [15]. For 3 < n < 9, 
it is sometimes convenient to plot -&(I) against A. In this case, the graph 
x 
FIGURE 4 
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becomes a spiral (see Fig. 4). We explain briefly how this is obtained because, 
though it is well-known, it is less easy to find in the literature. For simplicity, 
we assume that n = 3. First, note that all the radially symmetric solutions are 
determined by the solution (us , 1) of 
&4(r) = X exp u(y), 
u(0) = d(0) = 0 
(7) 
in the following way. If A > 0, let f(A) be the unique non-negative number for 
which u,(f(A) exp $A) + A = 0, let +(A) = (f(A))2 and let u(A, Y) = 
u,(r[(A) exp $A) + A. Then it is well-known (cp. [12, p. 358]), that {(u(A, ), 
+(A)): A 3 0} are all the radially symmetric solutions of equation (7) satisfying 
the boundary conditions. We define U(r) = -Y(u~(Y))-l exp uo(y) and V(Y) = 
--YULE. A simple calculation shows that -uzl(A, 1) = V(f(A) exp QA) 
and that +(A) = U(f(A) exp +A) V(f(A) exp $A). Since u,,(f(A) exp +A) = 
-A, f(A) exp &A -+ CO as A -+ CO. Now (U(Y), V(Y)) spirals anticlockwise 
into (1,2) as Y + co (in the U-V plane). (This is proved in Chandrasekhar 
[7, p. 1691. Remember that we are assuming n = 3.) Since UV = 2 + 
2( U - 1) + (V - 2) + higher order terms for (U, V) near (1,2), it follows 
that (-uzl(A, l),+(A)) spirals anticlockwise into (2, 2) as A -+ co. (Here we 
are using that a linear mapping of positive determinant acting on a curve 
spiralling anticlockwise into zero in R2,. produces a curve spiralling anticlock- 
wise into zero. We really need to check that the higher order terms do not 
affect the conclusion. This is easy but tedious.) The same argument is valid 
if 3 < n < 9 except that we must use results in [15] instead of those in [7]. 
Next, we want to prove that the map F: X x R --f CIO, l] defined at the end 
of Section 1 satisfies condition A of Section 2 in the special case where g( y) = 
exp y. By arguments similar to those of Section 1, this reduces to proving that 
I 
1 
F-l exp u(Y)(~(Y))~ dr # 0 
0 
(8) 
if u is a solution of Eq. (7), ~~(0) = 0, u(l) = 0 and h is a non-zero solution of 
(W)(y) = Ah(y) exp U(Y), 
hl(0) = h(1) = 0. 
(9) 
(10) 
We give a proof which is valid for all n though there are easier proofs if n < 2 
or n 3 10. 
Let o(A, Y) = uO(y exp &A) + A (and thus u(A, Y) = v(A, [(A) Y)). NOW 
u(A, ) is a solution of --L,o(A, ) = exp $A, ) and v(A, 0) = A. 
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Hence, by differentiating, orl(A, ) is a solution of 
L,t = t exp 0(/l, ), t(0) = 1, t’(0) = 0. (11) 
Now differentiating again, we see that z&(A, ) is a solution of 
LA = hl exp +, ) + ($(A, 1)” exp +t ) (12) 
which is smooth at zero. Here n:, denotes the second partial derivative with 
respect to the first variable. Suppose now that (u(A, ), $(A)) is a solution of (7) 
such that Eqs. (9) and (10) (with zl = $A, ) and h = $(A)) have a non-trivial 
solution. As in the proof of Proposition 1, h must be a non-zero multiple of 
~rr(A, &A) I). Hence u,l(A, [(A)) = 0. If we multiply Eq. (12) (with 
h, = &(A, )I ‘v ~+-bc(A, I) integrate by parts, use that ‘~rl(A, ) is a solution 
of (11) and that w,l(A, [(A)) = 0, we eventually find that 
&Qnpl $,(A, &A)) w,2,(A, ((A)) = it’” Y~-~(Q(A, Y))~ exp w(A, Y) dr 
= WY 1’ ~-~(w,l(A, ((A)s))~ exp u(A, s) ds 
0 
(by the change of variable Y = [(A) s). H ence we will have proved that condition 
A holds if we show that wt,(A, &A)) wt2(A, [(A)) # 0 when wrl(A, &4)) = 0. 
(Note that h must be a non-zero multiple of wrl(A, ).) Since w,l(A, ) is a solution 
of a second order linear equation (Eq. (ll), w,l(A, [(A)) and w~,(A, &A)) 
cannot vanish simultaneously. Hence it suffices to prove that w&(A, &A)) # 0 
when wrr(A, @A)) = 0. Since w(A, Y) = uo(y exp &l) + A, we see easily that 
(i) wll(A, [((A)) = 0 if and only if V(t(A) exp &4) = 2 and that (ii) 
w&(/l, [(A)) = 0 if and only if ruo2(y) + uol(y) vanishes for Y = [(A) exp QA. 
Since U, is a solution of the Gelfand equation for h = 1, this is equivalent to 
U([(A) exp +A) = n- 2. S ince U(Y) > 0 for Y > 0, this implies that it > 3. 
Now, by the phase plane discussion of the functions U and V in [7, p. 1681, 
we see that (U(Y), V(Y)) # (n - 2,2) f or all Y. (In fact (U(r), V(r)) --f (n - 2, 2) 
as Y -+ oo.) Note that, in [7], the case where n = 3 is considered. The general 
case appears more briefly in [15]. Thus we have shown that w:,(A, [(A)) # 0 
when wI1(A, [(A)) = 0 and hence condition A holds. We have proved the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION 2. If g( y) = exp y, the map F of Sectiun 1 satisjies condition A 
of Section 2. 
Remark. The result that condition A holds if wTl(A, &A)) # 0 when 
wll(A, [(A)) = 0 holds for much more general equations. We do not know if a 
different proof of the last part can be given which also holds for more general 
equations. (It certainly fails for some equations.) However, it seems probable 
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that there are a number of other nonlinearities which our proof can be gener- 
alized to apply to (for example, g(y) = (1 + my)@ with CX, /3 > 0). Proposition 2 
can be used to prove that c$~(A) # 0 when +l(A) = 0. 
We now assume that n 3 2 and let U(Y, A, a) denote the solution of Eq. (7) 
satisfying ~(1, A, CL) = 0 and ~~~(1, A, LX) = CL. Since (d/dr)(~+W(Y)) < 0 on 
(0, l), we see that ull(r, A, CX) has fixed sign for Y near zero and hence 
lim,,, U(Y, A, a) exists (possibly *co). If the limit is finite, it is easily seen 
that ull(y, A, a) + 0 as Y + 0 and thus U(Y, A, CY) satisfies our boundary condition 
at zero. 
If tl > 3, this result can be improved. By [7, pp. 166-1671 every solution of 
the Gelfand equation with u(l) = 0 satisfies one of the following (i) U(Y) = 
-2 In I, X = 2(n - 2), (ii) u satisfies our boundary condition at zero, or 
(iii) U(Y) -+ --co as Y -+ 0. (They only prove the result for 1z = 3 but a similar 
argument is valid for all 1z > 3. Note that, as in [15], Eq. (395) in [7] only changes 
very slightly if 71 > 3.) It follows by a simple continous dependence and com- 
pactness argument that, if K is a compact subset of {(A, CY) E R2: h > 0}, if 
U(Y, A, a) does not satisfy the boundary condition at zero for all (A, a) in K and 
if (A, a) # (2(n - 2), 2) for all (A, ) cx in K, then there is an a > 0 such that 
U(Y, A, a) has a zero in [a, 1) for each (A, CX) in K. Thus ~(&a, A, a) < 0 for 
(A, a) E K. 
If 71 = 2, this is no longer true. However, we prove a weaker result which 
suffices for our later applications. If (U(Y), A) is a solution of (7) and n = 2, 
then (d/dr)(rd(r)) < 0 and hence YU~(Y) is decreasing. Thus a = lim,, YU~(Y) 
exists (where a may be +co). We first show that a > -2. To see this, note 
that, if a < -2 - 26 < -2, then YU~(Y) < -2 - 2~ for Y small and hence, 
by integrating, u(r) < (-2 - l ) In Y for Y small. Thus -(d/dr)(rul(r)) = 
AY exp u(r) < hr-lpE for Y small. This is impossible since Y--~--E is not integrable 
at zero and YU~(Y) has a finite limit at zero (since a < -2). It remains to prove 
that a = -2 is not possible. To see this, we use the change of variable Y = e-t. 
Our equation becomes 
-u2(t) = h exp(u(t) - 2t). (13) 
Since YU~(Y) = -ul(t) and YU~(Y) + -2 as Y + 0, u’(t) -+ 2 as t + 03. Because 
u2(t) < 0, ul(t) decreases to 2 as t -+ co. Let b(t) = u(t) - 2t. Then -V(t) = 
h exp b(t), V(t) > 0 for t > 0 and F(t) -+ 0 as t -+ co. Since b is increasing, 
exp b(t) has a positive lower bound. Thus b2(t) is non-negative and not integrable 
on [l, co). Hence b’(t) does not have a finite limit as t + 0~). Thus we have a 
contradiction and hence a # -2. 
Since YU~(Y) is decreasing, a simple continuous dependence argument now 
implies that, if n = 2 and T is a compact subset of ((A, 01): h > 0}, then there 
is an Y, > 0 and a 6 > 0 such that Y,,u~~(Y~, A, a) 3 -2 + 6 if (A, a) E T. 
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4. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF SOLUTIONS OF THE MAIN EQUATION 
In this section, we derive some elementary properties of solutions of our 
original problem 
-Au = (~(1 + p - U) exp(--yzc-r) in D,, (14) 
24=1 on aD,. (15) 
Henceforth we shall solely study this equation. The three previous sections 
contain results which we will use in studying this equation. In this section, we 
show that, if y is large, then the solutions are of two types. Either they are (i) 
small in most of the interval or (ii) near 1 + j3 in most of the interval. We also 
show that for solutions u of the first type y(u - 1) is near a solution 
of the Gelfand equation on most of the interval. 
Now a simple application of the maximum principle shows that every solution 
of (14) and (15) with U(X) > 0 in D, and OL > 0 satisfies 1 < U(X) < 1 + p 
in D, . Thus U(X) - 1 is non-negative in D, , vanishes on aD, and is a solution of 
-Aw = LX@ - w) exp(--y(l + w)-‘). 
Thus, by a result of Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg [14, Theorem I] u - 1, (and 
hence u) is radially symmetric, i.e., u = u(r). 
If we use the change of variables 01 = h/Fly-l exp y, ?I = 1 + y-%~, our 
problem becomes 
mw = x@w (16) 
d(0) = 0, V(1) = 0, (17) 
wheref,( y) = (1 - (~/3-‘y) exp( y(1 + 7-1~))~). This is the most convenient 
form of the equation for our purposes. By the results of the previous paragraph, 
0 < z(r) < # if v is a solution of (16) and (17), if X 3 0 and if v(r) > -y 
on [0, 11. Henceforth, when we speak of a solution, we mean one satisfying 
0 < W(T) < yis on [O, 11. 
We definef,( y) to be zero for y < -y. A simple application of the maximum 
principle shows that all solutions of the new equation satisfy 0 < w(r) < rfi 
and thus are solutions of the original equation. Thus, this change introduces. 
no extra solutions and it will be convenient in our later work. 
The following simple lemma is basic to our results. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that E, p, 7 > 0, p < 1 and T < 1. Then there exists 
ICI > 0 such that, for ewery solution (a, h) of (16) and (17) with h > E and y > 1, 
either (i) ~(1 - p) < (1 - T) /$, w(r) < Kr g(r) 071 (0, l] and 1 n’(l)] < Kr or 
(ii) w(r) 3 (1 - 7) /3~ on [0, 1 - ~1. (Hereg(r) = r2--n ;f n 3 3, g(r) = --In r 
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if n = 2 and g(r) = 1 - Y if n = 1.) M oreover there exists K, > 0 such that 
solutions of type (i) do not exist if y 3 1 and h 2 K, . 
Proof. Note that every solution v of (16) and (17) is decreasing on [0, 11. 
Thus to prove the first statement we must show that any solution v with 
~(1 - y) < (1 - T) ,&J is of type (i). Choose K large positive such that the 
solution v0 of 
&h(r) = kh(r), h(l - &) = 0, N(1 - 4~) = -1 
has a zero in [I - $L, 1 - &). (The Sturm comparison theorem ensures that 
we can find such a k.) Now it is easy to see that we can choose an M 3 0 such 
that 
;\f,(~) 3 b (18) 
if X 3 E, y > 1 and M < y < (1 - T) /3~ (and, moreover, we can choose K, > 0 
such that, if X > K, , then (18) is true with M = 0). We first suppose that 
h < K2 and let t* be defined by v(t*) = M. (If v(l - p) < M, let t* = 1 - p.) 
On [t*, I], we see from Eq. (16) that I(d/dr)(r+W(r))I < KS, where K3 depends 
only on K2 . Hence -V’(Y) > -vi(l) - K3~1--n on [t*, 11. Hence we easily see 
that there is a K4 > 0 (depending only on K,) such that either 1 r+(l)1 < K4 
or t* > 1 - $.L. In the latter case, we have that M < V(Y) < (1 - T) /3 on 
[l - CL, 1 - a~]. We use a Wronskian argument to prove that this cannot 
happen. On [l - CL, 1 - BP], 
;(Y~-~(v~(Y) v,,(y) - v,,Yy) v(y))) = kv,(y) v(y) - hf,(v(r)) q,(r) 
= %(Y)(4Y) - /\f,w>> 
GO 
as long as V”(Y) > 0. (This follows from Eq. (18)) At Y = 1 - &.L, 
Y+~(v~(Y) q(r) - vd(r) V(Y)) 3 0 since v&l - &) = 0 and ~~(1 - &.L) = - 1. 
Hence ~“-~(d(r) z+,(r) - v,,i(r) V(Y)) 3 0 on [tl , 1 - 4~1, where t, is the largest 
zero of v0 in [l - CL, I - &I. (By our construction, v,, has a zero in the interval.) 
Thus v(Y)(v~(Y))-l is increasing on (tl , I - &I. However this is impossible 
since v(tJ > 0, V,,(Y) --+ 0 as Y -+ t, and V,,(Y) > 0 on (tl , 1 - &). Hence, we 
have proved that, if E < X 6 K, and v(1 - p) < (1 - T) /3~, then 1 v’(l)1 < K4 . 
Since r+%+(r) is decreasing on [0, I], it follows that 1 $(Y)[ < Kq~l-~ on (0, I]. 
Hence, since v(1) = 0, V(Y) < K4g(r) on (0, 11. 
Thus we will complete the proof if we show that there is no solution with 
h > K, and v( 1 - CL) < (1 - T) rSy. T o see this, we change v0 slightly by 
requiring that v,(l) = 0, v,,l( 1) = - 1 and v,, has a zero in [I - =$, 1). We 
can then use a similar Wronskian argument to before on [ti , l] (where t, is the 
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largest zero of a, in [1 - CL, 11) to obtain a contradiction if v(1 - p) < (1 - T) fly. 
We use that, in this case, M = 0. This completes the proof. 
Remark. The estimate for solutions of type (ii) can be improved to show that 
there is a ~~(6, CL) > 0 such that I y-l~(l - p) - tk? I < C(,, c) y exp 
(-y/-Xl + P)-‘) if Y 3 Y&, P). Th’ c IS an be easily proved by noting that (18) 
holds if M < y < /Iy - C(E, k) p2y2 exp(-+(l + /3-l) and y 3 y&e, k). 
Solutions of type (i) are said to be small solutions while solutions of type (ii) 
are said to be large solutions. 
We now obtain some results on the small solutions. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Assume that E, 6, p > 0. There is a y,, > 0 such that, ;f 
(v, h) is a small solution of (16) and (17), X 2 E and y 3 y,, , then there exists 
a solution (w, A) of (7) (the GeZfand equation) such that j W(Y) - v(r)1 + 1 w’(r) - 
u’(r)1 < 6 on [p, I], 1 X - x 1 < 6, w(1) = 0 and either (a) ~~(0) = 0 or (b) 
w(r) = -2 In r and 1 = 2(n - 2). 
(ii) Moreover if n = 1,2, w can be chosen such that ~~(0) = 0,/I w - ZJ llm + 
II w1 - w1 jjcn < S and there is a K5 > 0 such that all small solutions (v, X) with 
h 3 E and y > y0 satisfy I[ w’ Ilrn < K5. (Heye I[ Ilm denotes the supremum norm 
on LO, 11.) 
(iii) Suppose that KB > 0. For every 6 > 0, there is a y1 > 0 such that, 
ify 3 y1 andif (u, 4 is a soZution of (16) and (17) with I[ w Ilrn < K, and h < K6, 
then 11 v - w llm + 11 v1 - w1 llm + I h - x I < 6 for some solution (w, A) of 
(7) with w(1) = ~~(0) = 0. 
Proof. We first assume that n 3 3. By Lemma 1, there exists Kl > 0 such 
that all small solutions (0, A) with h 3 E satisfy I G(l)1 < Kl and h < Kl . 
Consider a compact set T of K\$, where 
and 
a = {@l(l), A): (u, A) is a solution of (7), u(1) = 0 = ul(O)} U ((-2, 2(n - 2))). 
Since T does not intersect g, the discussion near the end of Section 3 ensures 
that there is an a > 0 such that u( $a, A, a) < 0 for (A, a) E T (where our notation 
follows that in Section 3). Hence, by continuous dependence, there is a y,, > 0 
such that #,($a, A, CX) < 0 for (A, a) E T and y > y,, , where u,,(T, A, a) denotes 
the solution of L,u = Xf?(u), u(l) = 0, d(1) = 01. (This follows since f,( y) -+ 
f(y) as y ---f co uniformly on compact sets in [0, co).) Thus, if (A, a) E T, 
u,,( , a) is not a solution of (16) and (17). Since T was an arbitrary compact 
subset of AZ’@, it follows that (al(l), A) must be near (w, x) E K n g if (w, A) is 
a small solution of (16) and (17) with X > 6. Standard continuous dependence 
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results then ensure that o is close to u( , x, w) on [p, l] in the Cl-norm if y is 
large. 
We now assume that n = 2. (The case where n = 1 is much easier.) By the 
result at the end of Section 3, there is an r,, > 0 and a 8 > 0 such that 
r,u,l(r,, , A, a) > -2 + 6 if (A, a) E K ( w h ere K was defined earlier in the proof). 
Hence by continuous dependence r,&(r,, , A, a) > -2 + &S if y > y,, and 
(A, a) E K (where u,,i ’ denotes the first ‘partial derivative of uY). Hence we see 
that, if (v, A) is a small solution of (16) and (17), A 3 E and y 3 y,, , then 
rsr+(rs) 3 -2 + 48. Since d(0) = 0 and TV~(Y) is decreasing, it follows that 
0 > W’(Y) 3 7 = -2 + $S on [0, r,] and hence that 
for 0 < r < r0 , where K,, = K,g(r,) (with the notation of Lemma 1). It 
follows easily that / hf(~(r))l < K8r7 on [0, r,,]. (Note that h < K, .) Hence 
1 rvl(r)l = 1 [ sAf,(o(s)) ds 1 < K4+‘+? (19) 
(Remember that TZ+(Y) + 0 as r -+ 0 and that 7 > -2.) By integrating, we 
see that / w(r)1 < 1 v(rJ + (2 + 7))’ K4r2+T on [0, r,]. Since 1 u(r)] < K,g(r) 
on [r,, , I] and 2 + 7 > 0, it follows that we have a bound for 11 v [Ia . We can 
now use the first part of (19) to obtain a bound for /[ TJ~ j[m (in fact for 11 +ur ilm). 
This proves the second statement in (ii). Hence, by using the equation satisfied 
by w, we obtain a bound for z, in C2[0, I]. Thus the set of small solutions with 
y , y,, and X 3 E is compact in Cr[O, 11. If (0, , A,,J + (er, A) in Cl[O, l] x R > 
and ‘ym -+ w as m + w, L,,v, = h,fv,(w,) and ~~~(0) = ~~(1) = 0, then 
44 = L .fi K(s> Q&,(~m(t>) & where K is the Green’s function. Thus a 
simple limit argument using the integral equation shows that L,w = h exp w, 
d(O) = 0 and o(l) = 0. (Remember that f,( y) + exp y as y + w uniformly 
on bounded sets.) Hence the proof for n = 2 can be completed by a simple 
compactness argument. 
(iii) Since I[ ec Ijrn < KS and 0 < h < K6, there is a K, > 0 such that 
11 hf(a)lim < K, and we can use an argument similar to that in the case where 
n = 2 above to obtain a bound for ZI in C2[0, l] and then complete the proof 
as in the previous paragraph. 
5. THE BEHAYIOUR OF THE LARGE SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we prove that the large solution is unique for each fixed h 
if y is large. The main difficulty in the proof is to establish the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. Suppose that E > 0. There is a y0 > 0 such that, if (v, A) is a 
large solution of (16) and (17) with X > E and y > y,, , then the solution h of the 
linear equation L,h = f,‘(u) h, h’(0) = 0, h(0) = 1 has no zero in [0, 11. (Here 
fyl( y) is the derivative with respect toy off,(y).) 
Proof. If v is a solution of (16) (and thus 1 + y-lv is a radially symmetric 
solution of (14)) we see by differentiating Eq. (14) with respect to x1 that v1 
is a solution of the linear equation 
L,t + (?z - 1) r-2t = hfyl(v) t. 
(This is proved in [lo].) Let W(r) = rn-l(v2(r) h(r) - v’(r) h’(r)), where h 
is defined in the statement of the lemma. A simple calculation shows that 
W(r) = F3(n - 1) v’(r) h(r). 
We now assume that n > 2. (We will return to the case where n = 1 at 
the end of the proof.) Since W(r) -+ 0 as r + 0, we find that 
W(r) = (n - 1) /a? s+~v~(s) h(s) ds. (20) 
We need now to find some properties of h and v. A simple calculation shows 
that there is a 4 > 0 such that 
f,‘(Y) -CO (21) 
if ,3 - r-4 < y-r4 and y > y,, . Moreover, if y > y,, , f,‘( y) = 0 has a unique 
zero y,, in [0, r/3]. Suppose that 0 < p < 1. By the remark after the proof of 
Lemma 1, there exist cl(p), c > 0 such that 
I Y-~v(P) - P I G 44 exp(--cd (22) 
for y > y0 (where cl(p) and c do not depend on v). Hence, since v is decreasing, 
I Y-~v(~) - B I G &) exp(--cd on [0, ~1. It follows from this, (21) and the 
equation satisfied by h, that h1 > 0 on [0, ~1 if y > y(p). Hence if y is large, 
any zeros of h or h1 in (0, 1) must be near 1. Since I y-%(r) - /3 I < cl exp(-cy) 
on [0, $1 if y 3 y(j) (where we write cl instead of cl(i)), it follows that 
I(@-l d(&)j < c,y exp(-cy). (23) 
(Because, if --k = (+)+-l vl(&), r+lr?(r) < --k on l-8. $1, and thus v(s) < 
v(g) - *h < /3y - ah. Since I y-%7($) - /3 / < cl exp( -cy), the result follows.) 
Now, since y-%(r) is exponentially close to /3 and v’(r) < 0 on [0, 41, Eq. (21) 
implies that fv(w(r)) increases on [0, 4-1. Hence 
l/Z 
-[Fw(r)];;~ = x 
s 
rn-lfv(v(r)) dr > An-W)“f,(v(t)). (24) 
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Now ~-%9(r) is decreasing and non-positive. Thus (23) and (24) imply that 
W&4&>> Gc3~ew(--cy).H ence, sincef,(er(r)) is increasing on [0, $1, Xf,(w(r)) < 
c3y exp(---cy) on [O, $J. Now (cp. 191, 
and thus 1 r’+%r(r)l < c3y exp(-cy) on [0, $1. Finally, note that, if 
I Y-~~c) - B I 3 y-%, then 
( r;-‘w’(~l)l > KB . (25) 
To see this, one notes that y-%(i) - y-ln(r,) > &y-Q if y is large (since 
$4) is exponentially close to y/3). Hence 
fry+ < -y-l j-T2 z+(s) ds < -2’+-l ST1 sn-W(s) ds 
l/2 
< -29I-r(r, - 4) r;--lwl(rl). 
(Remember that rn-V(r) is decreasing.) Since rr 3 6 for y large, (25) follows. 
We now prove the lemma for n 3 2. Assume by way of contradiction that 
there is a zero of h in [0, 11. Let rr denote the first such zero. By what we have 
already proved, r, is near 1. Now 
(Tp wl(rl) N(r,) = -W(r,) = -(n - 1) JoV’ Sn-szqS) h(s) ds 
< II h II& - 1) (I” P-~ 1 w’(s)l ds + I rl”-‘v’(rJl i; s-~ ds), 
where Ij h ljrl = sup{1 h(t)]: 0 < t < rl}. Here we have used that 1 ~‘+lzr~(r)l 
is increasing. Since rl < 1, -P-~v~(s) < cay exp(-cy) on [0, $1 and 
I r~%l(~l)l > K, , it follows easily that 
I hVl)l G c4 II h llq * (26) 
(Note that, since fY1( y) < 0 for /I - y-ry < y-lq, rr 3 ra , where /I - y-%(r,) = 
y-lq. Hence /3 - y%(r,) > y-lq and that ( r;%9(rl)I > K, now follows from 
(25)) 
Let r3 denote the zero of h1 where h has a maximum on [0, rr]. Then r3 < rl 
and, as before, r3 is near 1. Now 
Hence 
505/37/3-9 
I h(r3)l 9 d-” 1 r-g - r1 1 sup 1 P-lP(r)l. 
C.&ST1 (27) 
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Since w is decreasing, there is a unique r,, for which ~(r,,) = y,, . Now, by the 
definition of r, , and ,yV , fY1($r)) B 0 on [0, Y,] and hence N(Y) > 0 on [0, r,]. 
Hence r3 > r, . Thus, on [r3 , ~;l,f~‘(w(r)) > 0 and hence ~-l@(r) is decreasing. 
Hence, from (27) 
I 4r3)l < eYy3 - h) I ~:-lhl(~l)l. 
Since Q3) = II h IIT1 , since r, and r, are near 1 and since r3 - r, is small, 
this contradicts (26). Hence we have proved the result when n > 2. 
We now assume that n = 1. The proof needs to be modified for this case. 
We will prove the stronger result that K(r) > 0 on (0, I]. Suppose by way of 
contradiction that h1 has a first zero r3 in (0, I]. Since IV(r) = 0 on [0, 11, 
we have that 
‘s(O) = W(0) = W(Y,) = W2(Y3) h(Y3). 
Since h is increasing on [0, ~a] and thus h(r3) > 1, it follows that 
3-Y@@)) a- vM~3))~ (28) 
However, the same proof as in the case where n 3 2 shows that hf,(o(O)) < 
c,y exp(-cy). On the other hand, as when 71 > 2, we find that 1 y-lw(y3) - p / > 
y-l~ (since y3 > r,,). It follows easily from this and the formula for f, that 
hf(w(r3)) 3 EY-~@V (since h > E). Since these estimates for Af(w(0)) and 
AfY(w(r3)) contradict (28), we have completed the proof. 
Remark. We have used this indirect method to obtain our result because, 
if one tries to estimate eigenvalues directly, one has a problem of the form 
L,h = X&z, where a takes both large positive and large negative values. It 
seems that our indirect method may be useful for other nonlinearities. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4. For ewery E > 0 there is a y,, > 0 such that, zf X > E and y > y0 , 
Eqs. (16) and (17) have a unique large solution. 
Proof. For each y > 0, we can choose s,, > 0 such that f,(y) + sv y is 
strictly increasing on [0, y/? + 11. Let K,, denote the Green’s function for the 
operator L, + SJ with our boundary conditions. Our problem is equivalent to 
the equation 
u(s) = 
I ’ K(s, t)(hfY(u(t)) + s+(t)) dt. (29) 0 
Now consider this operator in the space CIO, I] and let 0 = {u E CIO, 11: /3y + 
1 > u(r) > -$ on [0, l]}. The right-hand side of (29) (which we write as 
K,,(/v;, + s,l)) defines a completely continuous mapping of e into C[O, 11. 
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(F,, : C[O, l] --f C[e, l] is defined by F,(u)(r) = f,(u(~)).) Now every solution of 
(16) and (17) with W(Y) >, -y on [0, l] and h > 0 satisfies 0 < W(Y) < y/J 
on [0, I]. Thus Eqs. (16) and (17) (and thus (29)) have no solutions on ae. 
Hence the homotopy invariance of the topological degree implies that 
deg(1 - K,,(XF, + s,,l), 0, 0) = d is defined and independent of h for X 3 0. 
To evaluate this degree, we take X = 0. Then d = deg(1 - s&,1,0,19) = 1. 
To obtain the last equality, we have used the homotopy I - t(.& + tr)-l 
to prove that d = deg(1, 0, 0) = 1. (H ere z, denotes L, with the boundary 
conditions incorporated.) Let 0, = {x E 0: x(i) > h/3}. By Lemma 1, there exist 
yO, E > 0 such that (29) h as no solution with u(h) = +$ if h > l and y 3 y0 . 
Hence, by homotopy invariance, deg(1 - K,(/\F, + s,l), 0, 0,) is independent of 
h for h > E and y 3 y0 . Since there is a K > 0 such that all solutions are large 
solutions if h > K, we see that deg(l - K,,(W, + sJ), 0, 6,) = de&l - KY x 
(hF,, + s,l), 0, 0) = d = 1 if h 3 K. Thus we eventually find that deg(1 - K,, x 
(#WY + s,l), 0, 0,) = 1 if X > E and y > y,, . Since each solution in 0, is a large 
solution and all large solutions are in 0, , the uniqueness will follow from the 
additivity of the degree if we prove that, for each large solution w of 
u = K,(hF,(u) + sYu), index (I - K,(hF,( ) + s,l), w) is defined and equals 1. 
By Theorem 5.2.3 in [18], this is true if index (I - K,,(hF,l(w) + s,,l), 0) is 
defined and equal to 1. (Here FY1 is the FrCchet derivative of F, .) This last 
equation will follow by homotopy invariance if we prove that I - tK,,(hF,l(w) + 
s,l) is invertible for 0 < t < 1, i.e., if we prove that the equation 
W’+ s,h = t(fY1(w) h + s$), 
hl(0) = 0, h(1) = 0 
has no solution for 0 < t < 1. This follows easily from the Sturm comparison 
theorem since f,‘(w) + sV >, 0 and since the solution of 
Lh + $4 = f,‘(w) h + s,h, 
h(0) = 1, h’(O) = 0 satisfies h(t) > 0 on [0, l] by Lemma 2. 
Remarks. 1. If n 2 2, a more careful use of our methods shows that there 
exists Kl > 0 such that the large solution can be continued backward by use 
of the implicit function theorem until h = Kly3 exp(-/3r(l + 6)-l). To do 
this we use a variant of Lemma 1. A weaker result can be proved if 12 = 1. 
On the other hand, there is a K, > 0 such that there are no solutions with v(0) 
large if X < K,y2 exp(-,5+(1 + p)-l). (Kl and K, are independent of y.) 
2. Our methods can be used to prove that there is a K > 0 such that 
Eqs. (16) and (17) have a unique solution with 0 < W(Y) < y/3 whenever 
0 < y < 03 and h > K. Thus no changes in the bifurcation curve “come in 
from infinity.” This implies that there is a y > 0 such that condition A of 
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Section 2 fails for the map x --j &x)(r) -f,@(r)) (as a map of X into C[O, 11) 
Note that X was defined in Section 1. 
6. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In this section, we prove the main results. Our main results justify the diagrams 
of the introduction. For much of the time we have to consider separately the 
cases II = 1,2; II = 3 - 9; rz > IO. First we need some preliminary work. 
Let g,, = ((0, A) E C,[O, l] x [0, cc): (v, A) is a solution of (16) and (17)) 
and let 9 denote the corresponding set when (16) is replaced by the Gelfand 
equation (Eq. (7)). 
LEMMA 3. For each y > 0, the map (v, A) -+ (C+(I), A) is atl embedding of B,, 
into R2. 
Proof. It is continuous and, by the uniqueness of solutions of the initial 
value problem, it is l-l. Since bounded sets of g,, are precompact (in 
Cl[O, l] x R), the result will follow if we show that, whenever ((ec, , A,,J)& C gY 
and {(wml(l), h,,J}~=r is bounded, then {(Do , A,)}:, is hounded in Cl[O, I] x R. 
Since /I V, ]lrn < &J by our earlier comments, it follows easily that 
Hence / v,~(Y)\ < K 1 X, / and the result follows. 
Note that the corresponding result is not true for the Gelfand equation if 
s > 2. The result is useful because it means that a (erl(l), A) plot gives a 
“faithful representation” of the solutions. However, as we shall see it becomes 
“less faithful” as y -+ co. 
PROPOSITION 3. .z$ is a smooth connected l-manifold. Moreover, for each 
h > 0, Eqs. (16) and (17) have at least one and at most jnitely many solutions. 
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from the results of Section 1 
and the results of Crandall and Rabinowitz [8] mentioned in Section 2. (We 
could avoid using the results in [8] by noting that solutions are smooth functions 
of their initial value at 0.) If, as in Section 5, we convert our problem to an 
integral equation on C[O, l] (except, unlike there, we take sY = 0), Theorem 3.2 
in Rabinowitz [20] implies that .Q,, is not bounded in C[O, l] x [0, CO). Since 
all solutions with A > 0 satisfy 0 < n(r) < py, it follows that P& is not 
bounded (where P2(x, A) = A). Th us, since P& is also connected (because 
gY is), P&BY = [0, co). To complete the proof, it suffices to prove that, for 
fixed y, h > 0, Eqs. (16) and (17) h ave only a finite number of solutions. To 
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see this, let a(r, c) denote the solution of (16) satisfying ~(0, c) = c, er,l(O, c) = 0. 
Now if c > --y, it is not difficult to show that, for fixed Y > 0, a(~, c) is real 
analytic in c as long as V(Y, c) > -y. (We omit the tedious but easy details. 
By standard regularity results, it suffices to prove the result for r small. It is 
then proved by converting the initial-value problem for the differential equation 
to an integral equation on CIO, l] and then using the real analytic version of 
the implicit function theorem.) Thus $1, c) is real analytic in c as long 
as $1, c) > -y. Since (w, A) E BY if and only if $1, w(0)) = 0 and since a 
real analytic function of one variable either vanishes identically or has isolated 
zeros, the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume that W is a compact connected set in 9. Then there 
isay,>Osuchthat,ify>y,, the solutions in BY which are close to Wform a 
smooth cuyue which tends to W as y --f co and has the same number of “turning 
points” as W. (By a turning point, we mean a point where the curve “bends back.“) 
Proof. We define F(o, A, e) = L,v - Afy(v), where E = y-l. Here F is 
considered as a map of X = {w E C2[0, 11: ~~(0) = 0, w(1) = 0} x R2 into 
CIO, 11. The last result in Section 1 and Proposition 2 of Section 3 imply that 
all the conditions of Section 2 hold. Hence the result follows. (Note that if 
(z), A) E D, , (v, A) is close to (w, CL) E 3 in C[O, l] x R and y is large, then a 
simple use of the differential equation shows they are close in C2[0, I] x R.) 
Remarks. 1. It can be shown that the solution near the minimal solution 
of the Gelfand equation is the minimal solution of our problem and the large 
solution is the maximal one (in the sense of [3, p. 6391). 
2. It is probably possible to prove Proposition 4 by using shooting argu- 
ments instead of the results of Section 2. However, our method has the great 
advantage that it applies in more general situations (see Section 7). 
We first obtain our final result for the case where n = I, 2. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that n = 1, 2 and E > 0. There is a y0 > 0, a continuous 
,function X*: [0, y;‘] -+ R and a function n(y): [0, y,,] + (0, co) with n(y) + co as 
y + 03 such that, if y > y,, , then Eqs. (16) and (17) have exactly three solutions 
for E < X < X*(y+), exactly two solutions for h = h*(y-l) and exactly one solution 
for h > h*(y-l). Exactly one of the solutions is a large solution and the small 
solutions are near solutions of the Geljand equation on all of [0, I]. Moreover 
A*(O) is the largest number h for which the Gelfand equation (with n = 1, 2 respec- 
tively) has at least one solution. Finally, if E is small, there is a unique solution with 
// u jl < nY for each /\ with /\ < E and this solution is near a solution of the Gelfand 
equation. 
Proof. This follows easily from Fig. 1 in Section 3, Theorem 3 of Section 4, 
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Theorem 4 of Section 5 and Proposition 4 of this section. The last result follows 
from Proposition 4 because if X is small and 11 u &, < K, then the integral 
equation implies that 11 u 1lo3 is small. 
Remarks. 1. In fact our results justify the sketch in Section 1. What we 
would also like to prove is that the curve only changes direction once in 
O<A,(E. 
2. A comparison argument implies that A*(+) > h*(O). Note that, by 
[12, p. 3591, X*(O) = 1 if n = 2 and X*(O) is a solution of a simple equation if 
rr = 1. It can be shown that h*(r-l) is a real analytic function of y-1. The critical 
value h*(y-l) seems to be of some practical interest. It corresponds to a critical 
value of (Y, 01*&l) = h*(y-l)(fly)-l exp y. 
We now consider the case where 3 < tl < 9. Rather than stating a (rather 
complicated) theorem in this case, we simply explain how the diagram in the 
introduction is justified and mention two unsolved problems. 
First, by Fig. 4 of Section 3 and Proposition 4, we obtain one branch of the 
“finite” spiral as the small solutions perturbed from the spiral for the Gelfand 
equation. As y increases we obtain solutions near more of the spiral of the Gelfand 
equation and thus we have more and more solutions for h near 2 as y becomes 
large. This answers a question of Aris [4, p. 3071. Note that, for the small 
solutions near the solutions of the Gelfand equation on all of [0, 11, Proposition 3 
implies that the curve of solutions only changes direction near a point where 
the curve of solutions of the Gelfand equation changes direction and it changes 
direction exactly once near each such point. Since all small solutions are Cl-near 
solutions of the Gelfand equation on [a, l] for all 6 > 0 and since the small 
solutions connect to the large solutions (because B,, is connected), there must 
be a second curve of small solutions which comes back to h = c and then joins 
the large solutions. Theorem 3(iii) implies that, unless (~‘(1) h) is near (-2, 
2(n - 2)), these other small solutions must have u(0) = // u /lrn large. This second 
type of small solution we call a large-small solution while the solutions near 
those of the Gelfand equation on all of [0, l] we call small-small solutions. We 
will prove in a moment that the large-small solutions (which must have 
(-11’(l), h) near those of the small-small solutions) can only be in the inside 
of the spiral of the small-small solution except near (2, 2(n - 2)). We defer 
this for a moment. These comments justify the diagram in the Introduction. 
Remarks. 1. We do not mean to imply that, except near (-2,2(n - 2)) the 
curve of large-small solutions with X > E has exactly the same shape as the small 
solutions. We conjecture this but are unable to prove it. Thus, for example, 
we do not exclude the behaviour shown in Fig. 5 (where - - denotes large- 
small solutions, -- denotes small-small solutions and x is defined in Fig. 3b 
of Section 3. Note that much of our conjecture would follow if we could prove 
the natural analogue of Lemma 2. For example, if E ,< X < ,! - E, we need to 
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prove that h has exactly one zero in (0, 11. This seems to require a better under- 
standing of the behaviour of the large-small solutions near r = 0. 
2. The question raised when n = 1,2 concerning the solution structure 
in X < F is also unanswered when 3 < n < 9. Our above results imply that 
there is a continuous function h*(y-l) such that solutions are unique for 
h > A*(+) and not unique for E < h < h*(y-l) and that h*(O) is determined 
by the Gelfand equation in the same way as for n = 2. Unlike the cases where 
n = 1,2, there is no known formula for h*(O) though (cp. [4, p. 2971) good 
numerical approximations are known. 
3. In an appendix, we sketch a phase plane proof that, for the 
large--small solutions, y/l - v(0) -+ 0 as y --f co uniformly for h > E and 
(r+(l), A) not close to (-2, 2(n - 2)). 
To complete our study of the case where 3 < n < 9, we have to prove that, 
if (a, A) is a large-small solution (and thus (Al, A) is near those of the small- 
small solutions), (--r?(l), A) must be on the inside of the spiral ((--d(l), A)} 
belonging to small-small solutions. To see this, we argue as follows. Choose a 
solution (uO, x) of the Gelfand equation such that &4) = 0 and $2(A) # 0 
(where x = +(A) an d our notation is that of Section 3). Let R = 1) w,, (Im + 1 
and M = sup{f,l( y): 0 < y < R, y >, I>. Choose p > 0 such that any two 
of the finite numbers of zeros of h in [0, l] are at least p apart, and such that 
every solution of L,h = S(T) h’ has at most one zero in [ccl, ~1 if 0 < pi < CL, 
and 1 s(r)1 < Mon [pr , ~1. (Here h is the solution of 
L,h = Ah exp vO, h(1) = 0, hi(l) = -1.) 
Note that the Sturm comparison theorem ensures that p can be chosen to satisfy 
the second condition. Since +l(A) = 0, the results of Section 3 imply that h 
is defined at 0 and hl(0) = 0. Choose A, near x such that A1 is a regular value 
of 4 and A, = (b(a) w h ere A is near A. Near v,, there are precisely two solutions 
(oi , A,), (wZ , Ai) of the Gelfand equation with X = A,. 
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Now by the homotopy invariance of the degree, 
index(1 - h,K(exp( )), UJ + index(1 - h,K(exp( )), ~a) 
= index(1 - X(exp( )), TI,,) = 0. 
Here, K denotes the integral operator determined by the Green’s function, 
index denotes the topological index, and the last line follows because the equation 
ZI = AK exp v has no solutions near v,, for h = x - 7 if +(A) > 0 and 7 
is small. Since the index is always &l at a regular value of the mapping, it 
follows that 
index(1 - h,K exp( ), zll) = -index(l - h,K exp( ), wz). (30) 
Now, as is well-known, the index is determined by the number of zeros in (0, I) 
of the solution hi of 
L-h, = X,h, exp vi , (31) 
hi(l) = 0, h$(l) = -1. (W e return to this in a moment.) Hence, by (30), h, and 
h, have different numbers of zeros in (0, 1). Since hi is close to h in the Cl 
norm on [&, l] if A1 is near x, it follows that at least one of the hi (without loss 
of generality h,) must have a zero E in (0, &A]. We assume that h,l(tl) > 0. (The 
other case is similar.) Now, since A1 is a regular value of 4 (and thus of 
I - h,K exp( )), our earlier results imply that there is a small-small solution 
vV of v = h,KfJv) near o1 for each sufficiently large y. We prove that if (a, A,) 
is a large-small solution with y large and al(l) near vI1(l), then cl(l) > v,l(l). 
(This is the key part of the proof.) Suppose not, i.e., suppose v,,l(l) > 9(l). 
Since z?/(r) and 5(r) are both solutions of (16), a simple calculation together with 
the mean value theorem shows that T(Y) = (El(l) - w,,l(l))-l(Z(r) - v,(r)) is 
a solution of L,T(r) = A1f,l(w(y)) T(y), w h ere W(Y) is between G(Y) and V,(T) 
on (0, 11. Since E(r) and w,,(r) are close to or on [if, l],f,l(w(r)) is close to exp(wr(r)) 
on [$f, I] if y is large. Hence, by continuous dependence, (9(l) - ~,,~(l))-~ x
(a - v,) = T is Cl close to -h, on [if, 11. Thus G(r) - v,(r) has a zero t near 
t” and (6 - r~,)l(t) > 0 (since cl(l) < v,l(l) and h,l(f) > 0). Now q,(O) is close 
to ~~(0) while a(O) is large (because v” is a large-small solution). Thus 
(5 - v,)(O) > 0 and (6 - v,,)‘(t) > 0. Hence d - v,, must have another zero 
in [0, t). Let t* be the largest such zero. Since (a - n,,)‘(t) > 0, 0 < 6(r) < 
V,(Y) < I? on [t*, t] and thus 
44 = W) - zc(T))HfYGw) -.f&w)l 
satisfies 1 s(r)1 < M on (t*, t). Since 
LW> - %J(~)) = sW(y) - %W) 
and C(Y) - U,,(Y) vanishes at t* and t, this contradicts the definition of CL. 
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What we have proved shows that the large-small solutions lie on one side 
of the small solutions at (nr , h,). S ince we can use the same argument near 
any point where +l(A) = 0 and since the solutions are connected, this proves 
the result by an elementary connectedness argument. 
We must still justify our remark that the topological inex (I- X,K exp( ), vi) 
is determined by the number of zeros of the solution hi of (31) in (0, 1). First 
note that, if a is positive and continuous on [0, I], a minor variant of Corollary 
X111.7.54 in Dunford and Schwartz [l I] implies that the number of eigenvalues 
of z,w = haw in [0, T) is equal to the number of zeros of h1 in (0, l), where 
L,& = Ta& , &( 1) = 0, & + 0 and E, denotes L, with the boundary conditions 
incorporated. (Note that, by our assumptions, every eigenvalue of &,w = Xuw 
is positive.) Hence the formula for the degree of a linear operator (cp. Lloyd 
[18, Theorem 8.1.81) implies that index (I - TKU, 0) = (-1)” if 7 is not a 
characteristic value of Ku, where k is the number of zeros of & in (0, 1). Our 
required result now follows from this, if we note that index (I- h,K exp( ), vi) = 
index (I- h,K(exp(q) I), 0) (cp. Lloyd [18, Theorem 5.2.31). 
To complete this section, note that the diagram for 71 > 10 follows in a similar 
way to that for 3 < n < 9. In this case there is no difficulty in proving that the 
large-small solutions lie on one side of the small-small solutions because the 
minimal solution (in the sense of [3, p. 6391) must be a small-small solution. 
We find that there is a h*(y-l) such that /\*(ypl) -P 2(n - 2) as y - co and 
the equation has at least three solutions for E < X < h*(r-I), at least two if 
X = h*(r-l) and exactly one if h > A*(+). Unlike the other cases we do not 
know if there are exactly two solutions for A = X*&l) or if X* is smooth.) 
It can be proved that h* is continuous. The questions raised for the other cases 
are also open for this case. Finally, the result in the Appendix shows that the 
large-small solutions satisfy py - v(O) -+ 0 as y --f co uniformly for 
l < h < 2(n - 2) - 6. 
7. OTHER PROBLEMS 
In this section, we briefly discuss some other problems to which some of our 
methods can be applied. 
First, our whole theory is valid with little change if, in our non-linearity, 
1 + /3 - u is replaced by (I + p - u)P, where p is a non-negative integer. 
(If p is even, we must restrict ourselves to solutions with U(X) < 1 + /3 on D, .) 
If p > 0, the only difference is that inequality (18) needs to be changed slightly 
and this causes a few minor changes in later proofs. In addition, our proof in 
the Appendix of the strong result on the behaviour of v(0) for large-small 
solutions is no longer valid. If p = 0, the estimate ~(1 - CL) > $(I - T) must 
be replaced by $1 - p) > K exp y and this causes some later changes expecially 
in Section 5. In particular, the estimate for the large-small solutions of the 
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Appendix becomes y%(O) -+ 00 as y -+ co. However, an analogous theory 
holds. 
Our method can also be applied if we replace our boundary condition u = 1 
on aD, by 1 - U(X) = o~(~u/&z) on aD, , where au/an denotes the outward 
normal derivative and CY > 0. In particular, if ,(n - 2) < 1, a full analogue 
of our earlier results can be obtained. (If a(n - 2) > 1, many results still hold 
but it is unclear if the results of Section 1 are still true.) 
One other change is that the proof in [14] that all solutions are radially sym- 
metric does not seem to generalize to Robin boundary conditions. However, the 
methods in [IO] generalize to show that at least non-radially symmetric solutions 
do not bifurcate from radially symmetric ones if CY(~ - 1) < 1. It can be shown 
that all solutions are radially symmetric for h very small or X rather large. (This 
is proved by considering maximal and minimal solutions.) 
Our basic equation (Eq. (16)) is d erived by reducing a pair of equations to 
a single equation (cp. [4, Eq. 2.1531). Th e results of the previous paragraph 
correspond to placing the same Robin boundary condition on each equation 
( i.e., the same 01 for each equation). If one places different Robin boundary 
conditions on each equation and looks for radially symmetric solutions, one 
obtains a differential equation with a non-local term. However, the perturbation 
results of Section 2 can still be applied to obtain some results. In particular, 
we obtain the analogue of Proposition 4. This illustrates the great advantage 
of the abstract perturbation theorem of Section 2 over shooting methods. 
Finally, the perturbation argument of Section 2 could be applied to obtain 
some results for the partial differential equation in non-spherical domains (by 
again perturbing off the Gelfand equation). In particular this method applies 
till after the first occasion the branch of solutions of the Gelfand equation 
starting from (0,O) “bends back.” (It is shown in [9] that the solution branch 
must “bend back” if n < 9.) 
APPENDIX: ON v(0) FOR LARGE-SMALL SOLUTIONS 
In this appendix, we sketch a proof that 1 /$J - o(O)1 < K as y -+ co for 
large-small solutions with (o’(l), h) near (ul(l), x), where (u, A) is a fixed 
solution of the Gelfand equation with u(l) = 0, ~~(0) = 0. After the proof we 
indicate how this can be improved to show that /3y - V(O) -+ 0 as y + co. 
We assume that n = 3 though a similar argument is valid if 71 > 3. The 
proof depends upon phase plane arguments. First we need the following 
result. 
LEMMA 1. Gmen p > 0 and T < 2, there is a K, > 0 such that, if (v, A) is 
a small solution of(16) and (17) with -t.vl(r) < rfor Y.+ ,< r < p, then v(r) < K 
071 [r* VCLI. 
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Proof. As at the end of Section 4, we find that v(r) ,< --7 In r + KI on 
[y* , PI. Now 
s ?.* ht2f,(v(t)) dt = -(Y*)2 Vl(Y*) < r*r 641) 0 
and 
vb*) = s l m* ) t) hfy(v(t)) & 0 
where K is the Green’s function. The estimate for v(Y*) (and thus for v on 
[Y.+ , ~1) now follows easily by splitting the integral into an integral sy and St* , 
estimating the first integral by using (Al) and estimating the second integral 
by using that V(Y) < --7 In r + KI on [r* , ~1 and that v(r) < I& on [p, 11. 
(Thus hf,(v(r)) < KrT on [r* , ~1.) Here we use that K(r, t) is t - t2 if r < t 
and is t2(r-l - 1) if r 2 t. 
Now assume that (v, X) is a large-small solution with (cl(l), X) near (ul(l), x), 
where (I(, x) is a fixed solution of the Gelfand equation with u(1) = 0 
and ~~(0) = 0. Choose a, C, yr > 0 such that 
s( y, y) -SE -@y - y)-l + (1 + r-4)-” 3 a > 0 
if /$I - C > y 3 0 and y > yI . We prove that v(0) 3 ,Gy - C if y is large. 
To do this, we assume by way of contradiction that v(0) < j?y - C. Then 
~(v(r), y) >, a on [0, I]. For 0 < r < 1, let V(r) = -rvl(r) and U(r) = 
-r(v’(r))-‘f,,(v(r)). Since v is a solution of (16), we find by a simple calculation 
that 
(v(Y))-1 P(Y) = T-yAU(Y) - l), W) 
(U(r))-1 V(Y) = r-y3 - AU(r) - S(V(Y), y) V(r)). (A3) 
As Y + 0, V(r) -+ 0 and U(Y) + 3h-l. (For the latter, note that 
$ $ (r2v1(r)) -+ 3v2(0) as r+O 
and hence d(r) - rv2(0) - -$rAfy(v(0)) ag r -+ 0.) Now, if p > 0, V(Y) is 
Cl-close to U(Y) on [p, l] for y large. (Since (~~(1) x) is near (d(l), h), this follows 
by continuous dependence.) Hence, on [p, 11, (U(Y), V(y)) are close to the corre- 
sponding functions (U(Y), P(Y)) for th e solution u of the Gelfand equation. 
(Note that 7?(r) = -Y(u’(Y))-’ expu(r).) Now 0 and r are plotted in [7, 
p. 1691. Since (O(Y), V(Y)) -+ (3k1, 0) as Y + 0, we find that, if p is small and 
y is large, (U(p), V(p)) is near (3k1, 0), i.e., U(p) is near 3X-l and V(p) is small. 
(To be precise, we first choose p such that (@), V(p)) is near (o(p), r(p)) if 
y > y. .) Now, by Lemma 1, V(r) cannot be bounded by 7 < 2 on [O, p]. (Since 
otherwise Lemma 1 gives a bound for v and v would not be large at zero.) 
(see Fig. 6). 
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FIGURE 6 
Now, by Eqs. (A2) and (A3), 
(U(r) WY $ (U(r) V(y)> = r-v - My), r) V(y)). (A4) 
Choose T with 0 < 7 < 2. Since s( y, y) < 1 on [0, fly] it follows that U(Y) V(Y) 
increases on [Q , p], where or is the largest value of Y in (0, p) for which V(Y) = 7. 
Since U(p) Q) is small and V(Q) = 7, it follows that U(Q) is small. On [0, Q), 
Eq. (A2) implies that P(Y) < 0 as long as AU(r) < 1. Thus our curve can be 
parametrized by V on (~a, EJ, where Ed is the largest Y on (0, EJ for which 
AU(r) = 4. (~a exists since U(Q) is small and AU(r) + 3 as Y - 0.) We prove 
that V(c,) is large. Suppose not, i.e., suppose that V(e,) < K. Then, since 
V’(Y) < 0, V(Y) < K on (+ , ~~1. Since a < s(w(Y), y) < 1, AU(r) < & and 
V(Y) < K on (Q , EJ, a simple calculation using Eqs. (A2) and (A3) shows that 
Hence, by integratng this inequality, 
In % < K(K) In zi < If(K) ln(T-lK). 645) 
This is impossible since U(Q) = $kl and U(E~) is small. Thus V(Q) must 
be large. Hence U(Q) V(Q) = &lV(c,) is large. Since s(w(Y), y) > a, Eq. (Ad) 
implies that UV decreases on [c 3 , Q] where l a is the largest r in [0, Q] for which 
V(Y) = 2a-l. (Note that V(Y) > 2a-l on [~a, <a] since V(E~) is large and Ed 
exists since V(Y) -+ 0 as Y -+ 0.) Thus U(Y) V(Y) 3 U(c,) V(Q) and hence 
U(Y) V(Y) is large on [~a, +J. Now, at ~a, U(EJ V(6.J is large and V(C,) = 2a-l. 
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Hence U(ea) is large. In particular, U(ea) > 3X-l. Now, by Eq. (A3) (and since 
s(w(Y), y) > 0), V(Y) < 0 as long as U(Y) > 3h-l. Thus U(r) > 3h-1 on 
[0, t] if U(t) > 3X-l. Since U(EJ > 3h-l, it follows easily that U(r) > 3h-1 
(and thus U1(v) < 0) on [0, ~a]. This is impossible since U(,,) is large and U(Y) -+ 
3h-1 as Y -+ 0. Hence we have a contradiction and thus o(O) > ,&y - C if y is 
large. This proves OUY assertion. 
We now indicate how this can be improved. We continue to use the notation 
of the proof above. We need the following simple lemma. We omit the easy proof. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that 0 < k < 1 and that 1 < w, < wa . There exist 
k, , k, , k, , k4 > 0 such that, if k < b(t) < 1 on [O, co], ;f w1 < w < w2 and 
if z denotes the solution of --I.+(r) = b(r) X(Y), z(0) = 1, ~~(0) = 0, then there 
is a unique t, for which z(tJ = W, kl < t, < k, and k, < zl(tl) < k4. 
Suppose now that 0 < 9 < C (where C was defined earlier in the appendix). 
We wil! show that, if y is large, no large-small solution (er, A) with (or(l), h) near 
(u*(l), h) can have j3y - 4 3 et(O) > By - C. This together with our earlier 
result implies that /3y - v(0) ---f 0 as y --f CO, as required. To do this, we consider 
the behaviour near zero. Choose c, with cr > C. It is easy to show that there is 
a k in (0, 1) such that 
exp((1 + 8))’ @y) > exp((l + Y-~Y)-~Y) 2 k exp(U + PI-’ f+Br) (A6) 
for By > y 3 PY - cl. If By-q 2 &-v(O) 2 fiy - C, define t, by 
PY - +J = PY - Cl * Let z(y) be defined by (z(y))-* = @y)-1 x 
exp(( I + &‘,9y). By a simple calculation, C(Y) = py - r+(y) Y) is a solution of 
--L,E(r) = b(r) C(Y), where k < b(r) < 1 on [0, x(y)-l t,,]. (Here we have used 
inequality (A6).) By applying Lemma 2 to @y - ~(0))~ E(Y) (with w = 
VY - ewlcl~ w, = C-k1 , and w2 = q-lc,), we find that there exist kl , k, , 
k, , k, > 0 such that k, < x(y)-l t, < k, and (j3y - v(0)) k, < G+(y)-’ t,) < 
(/3y - v(0)) k4 . Thus qk, < --x(y) d(t,) < Ck, . Hence, by a simple but tedious 
calculation, qk,k, < V(t,) < Ck,k, and K, < U(t,) < q-1x(y)2 k,k,f,(o(t,)) < 
Ks . To obtain the last inequalities, we use the definition of f, , use that 
/3y - v(t,) = c, and use inequality (A6). H ere K, and K3 are constants. On 
[to, I], fly - V(Y) >, cr and thus our earlier phase plane arguments are valid. 
Note that t, ,( er since v(t,) is large and n is bounded on [Q , 1] by Lemma 1. 
For r > t, , s(u(Y), y) 3 a and thus we find by our earlier arguments that 
V(.Z,) is large if to < ep . (If to > l a , we have, by the argument used to derive 
(A5), that 
WI> In (*) < K(v(%)) In yo . 
Since U(EJ is small, U(t,,) > K2 and V(Q) = 7, this is impossible unless V(to) 
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is large. This contadicts our above estimates for V(t,,). Thus t, < l a .) Our 
earlier arguments show that U(r) V(Y) is decreasing on [f,, , ~a] (where $ = 
sup{t, , 6s)) and thus U(&) V(&) ’ 1 g ( 1s ar e since V(e,) is large and U(Q) = &A-l). 
Since U(t,,) and V(t,) are not large, this is impossible unless t, < l a . Once 
again, by the same argument as before, U decreases on [to, es]. Since U(cs) is 
large, this implies that U(t,) is large. This contradicts our earlier estimate for 
U(t,,) and we have completed the proof. 
Finally, a simple examination of our arguments shows that they hold uniformly 
in (v, A) for h > E except if (d(l), A) is near the singular point (-2,2). The uni- 
formity fails there because we cannot choose p uniformly near (-2,2) and indeed, 
our results in the text imply that, near (-2,2), small-small solutions have a 
transition to large-small solutions. (If n > 3, (-2,2) must be replaced by 
(-2,2(n - 2)). Finally note that the proof of the improved result cannot be 
used if, in the definition of f,(y), we replace 1 - (/3y)-ly by (1 - @J)-ry)*, 
wherep # 1. 
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